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ABSTRACT 
A general formula for summation over weighted compositions is developed. From 
this a number of particular results involving the Fibonacci numbers and binomial 
coefficients are deduced. 
A composition of n is an ordered partition of n. Moser and Whitney [4] 
have given a summation formula over all weighted compositions of n, 
and applied it to some special cases. In this note we generalize this formula 
to consider summation over all k-part weighted compositions of n, and 
use our result to establish some connections between compositions, 
Fibonacci numbers, and binomial coefficients. 
From direct expansion we find that the enumerator of compositions 
with exactly k parts is (x + x ~ + ".')k. I f  a part j is given weight wj, 
then (W1X ~- W2 X2 Jr- ...)k = [W(x)]k may be termed the enumerator of 
weighted k-part compositions. To obtain an explicit representation, put 
c(x,  y; w) -- tw(x ) r  = 1 
k=0 1 - yWfx)  - c,,~(w) x'~y ~, (1) 
kg"a=0 
where w ~ {w 1 , w 2 . . . .  }o Using the formula for derivatives of composite 
functions (see [5, p. 36]), 
k~ c~(w) = y~ w~l . . .  w~,~n (2) 
~k(n) kx! "" k~! 
where the sum is extended over all k-part partitions of n; that is, over all 
solutions of k l  -k 2k~ -k- "'" + nk,~ = n such that k 1 4- "'" q- k,~ = k. 
Since the numerical factor is a multinomial coefficient, its omission calls 
for summation over all k-part compositions. 
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We write 
c.~(w) = y~ woy,,~ "" Wa~, (3) 
~,k(n) 
where yk(n) indicates summation over k-part compositions a~ + ... + a~ 
of n. Specialize this by letting 
in which 
1 -- i c.(w)x '~ (4) C(x, 1; w) = 1 -- W(x) ~=o 
~.(w) = ~ ~.~(w)= ~ Way~ "", (S) 
le=l y(n) 
where y(n) indicates summation over all compositions a 1 § a2 + "'" of n. 
Equations (4) and (5) were given by Moser and Whitney [4]. 
We reduce these results to some properties of compositions which 
involve the binomial coefficients and the Fibonacci numbers F, defined 
by F~ = F2 = 1, F~+2 = F~+I § F~. We shall use the familiar property 
F ,=2k  9 
k=l 
(i) Let w~ = l(n > 1), giving W(x) = x(1 -- x) -1 and 
1 - -X  
C(x,y; 1) = l - -x (1  +y)  -- 1 + 
n - -  
k,t~=l 
SO 
%(,) kx] ' "  k,! rkln) k ' 
given by Fine [1]. Thus the number of k-part compositions of n is (k-0,"-I 
and the total number of compositions is 
e.(1) = i c,~k(1)= 2'~-k 
(ii) Putting W(x) = x + x 2 gives 
k~ c.k(w) = Z i kl+k20~+" +~~ = ( ,  __ ~ k)'  
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so the number of k-part compositions of n into l 's and 2's is (,kk). Then 
c.(w) = Y n -  k 
k=l  
so the total number of compositions of n into l's and 2's is F.+x 9 
(iii) I f  W(x) = x 2 + x 3 + . . . .  x2(1 -- x) -1, we have 
k, (n -- k -- 1) 
Okllk-h = k -  1 ' = Z -k(-) ka! "'" k . !  
showing that the number of k-part compositions of n into parts /> 2 is 
(n~_-~i). It follows that 
Cn(W) = ~ (n - -k - - l )  =F~_I 
k=l k -- 1 
is the number of compositions of n into parts >~ 2. 
( i v )  Set t ing  W(x) = x + x 3 + x 5 + -..  = x (1  - -  x2)  -x  gives 
k'  0~+k,+... 1 ~l+k~+... (n+k 1) 
c,,k(w) = ~ kit "'" k,~! = 2 
to be the number of k-part compositions of n into odd parts. Since 
c•(w) = ~ 2 = F . ,  
k=l k - -  1 
we may state that the number of compositions of n into odd parts is F . .  
(v) Putting w,, = n corresponds to taking W(x) = x(1 - -x )  -2, which 
yields 
c,~(w) = ~, ala~ "'" ak = 
n - -k  yk(n) 
Then 
c.(w) = 
~t.)  k=0 n - -  k k=o k " 
Thus the sum of the products of the parts in the k-part compositions 
of n is (,~-1), and the sum over all compositions of n is F2n. The latter 
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result was given by Moser and Whitney, and appears as Problem H-50 
in Fibonacci Quarterly [6]. 
(v i )  Le t t ing  W(x) = - -x2(1  - -  x - -x" )  -1 ---- Y[~,~=l - -  F,~-I x'~ results in 
c.(w) = i Z (--1) eFa, - I ' ' 'F , ,  k , = --1. 
lc--1 ykln) 
(vii) If W(x) x2(1 3x ~1_ X2)--I  ~ ,, = -- = Y'n=l F'2,,-2X , then 
c,,(w)-- ~ E F2,~,-1 "" F2.k-, = 3 "-2. 
k--1 ~,/~(n ) 
We conclude by remarking that Hoggatt [3] has exhibited a number of 
generating functions W(x) which have particularly convenient corre- 
sponding C(x, 1;w). Each of these has the natural combinatorial inter- 
pretation provided by (4) and (5). For example, he showed that for 
wl =0,  w:~ = 2n- -  l (n ~ 2) we have 
C(x, 1; w) = ~ F~_IF.+2x", 
~Z=0 
so that 
c~(w) = ~ (2al -- l) -" (2a~ -- 1) = F,,_IF.+2, 
y'(~) 
where 7'(n) denotes ummation over compositions of n whose parts are 
>~ 2. Composition formulas which involve generalizations of the Fibonacci 
sequence and which yield identities will appear in another paper [2]. 
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